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SYNOPSiS Attention is focused on mathematical modeling of the inelastic behavior of geomaterials caused by 
progressive development of microcracks as well as friction on crack surf-ices in contact. First the problem of 
incremental nonlinear triaxial constitutive equations rt'flec(ing intertwl frlction is discllssed from the vit.!',·:puint 
of work inequalities which generalize the well-kno"'n Drucker's postulate. Subsequently, the progressive develop
ment of microcracks which leads to strain-softening and unstable strain localization is analyzed. Presented is 
a n"W model in which the formation and propagation c,r fracture through pr.)gresslve microcracbng is modeled by 
means of stress-strain relations for a crack band of a singie element width. Numerical applications in finite 
element analysis are outlined and comparisons with existing test daLa on ~ode r fracture of rock are indicated. 
It is shown that this approach can correctly capture the devidtions from r lassical linear fracture mechanics 
pr.dictions, including the R-curves. Finally, certain important limitations of orthotropic incremental stress
citrain relations for materials undergoing progressive Jamage are pointed out and their implications are analyzed. 

iNTRODUCTION 

In contrast to metals or polymers, one major diffi
culty in the mathematical modeling of the inelast Ie 
behavior of geomaterials is the description of the 
defor~ations caused by progressive development of 
nlicrocracks and by friction on crack surfaces in con
tact. Except under conditions of high hydrostatic 
pressure, the inelastic deformation uf thest! m,l("rials 
is attributable principally to the opening and slip 
of microcracks and not to plastic slip whose source 
are dislocations in a crystallic lattice. The reason 
for this type of behavior is the int .. rnal hetero
~enity of these materials coupled ,,'Hh the brittleness 
of the binding matrix and bond between the grains in 
the materials. Such characteristics are typical of 
various rocks, as well as the artificial rock--
concrete. Horeover, the frictional aspects are 
characteristic also of granual soils. 

In the present lecture various new approaches to the 
mathematical modeling of these materials recently 
J"vcluped at Northwestern Ur.iversity will be outlineJ 
and Lheir relationship to other modeling approaches 
will be analyzed. Attention will be centered on 
models applicable to finite element analysis. Com
parisons with existing experimental data on rock 
fracture will be shown and some numerical finite 
element results will be demonstrated. 

FRICTION AND DILATANCY 

Friction causes a major complication in constitutive 
modeling since it leads to violation of the basic 
stability postulate, namely Drucker's postulate [9-20), 
which serves as the basis for the f low rule (norma 1-
ity rule). This postulate is given by the inequality 

(1) 

in which 6\~ represents the second order work diSSi
pated during a cycle of applying and removing stress 

pi 
increments dO

il 
and dE

lj 
are the increments of 

plastic strains. This postulate is known to repre
sent a sufficient but not necessary conditivn for 
local stability of the materi,d [9, 10, I), 1'1. 2lJ. rt 
is importunt to realise that its viol;ltion does Ilut 
Iwc"ssarily imply instahility. In fact, certain con
Jitions und~r which this postulate may be violated vet 
~tability is still guaranteed has hee~ recently fur: 
mulated [4), extend inK previous analysis by Mandel 
(2(]. The following mor .. general inequality which 
guarantees stability of the material has been found 
[ 4) : 

oW-;..tWr>O (2) 

in which X is a parameter which can helve any valu~ be
t~een 0 and 1. Drucker's postulate is obtained for 
X = O. The quantiLV 6W

f 
represents a second-order 

energy expression defined as 

* B' - e * oW f = -Z-C-- do (-:, + B do) (J) 

which may be called the frictionally blocked ,,'ostic 
energy. The material parameters in" Eq. J are ~efir.ea 
as 

aF/a'~P~ ~j~ * 
pv 

C = -k
1 ;jF/~ B' = e k ~ J F I:lf' 2 J~' p7 

(4) 



Fig. 1 - Example of a Spring Loaded Frictional 
Block 

Fig. 3 - Uniaxial Stress-Strain Relatiun Used in 
the Present Non-linear Fracture MOdel 
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rig. 2 - Plastic Strain Increment Relative to Load
ing Surface [4]. 
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",here 

F(a, ~,-;p,) - 0 ( 5) 

represents the loading function of the material. The 
variable a represents the mean (hydrostatic) stress, 
T is the stress intensity (square r!:'''f of the devia
tor of the strain tensor £ij)' and yr is the length 

of the path traced in the space of plastic strains, 
which is used as a hardening parameter. 

The meaning of the "ate,.Jal parameters in Eq. ) may 
be illustrsted taking recourse to Mandel i • s examp Ie 
[21J (Fig. 1), A frictional block, resting on a 
rough horizontal surface, is considered loaded by a 
\ertical force simulating the hydrostatic stress 0, 

and is also subjected to for~~ F from a horizontal 
spring such that the sliding of the block is imminent. 
A horizontal force applied on the block simulates 
01. Handel showed that if a disturbing force dO

ij 
inclined from the vertical to the left by an anRI~ 
less than the friction angle is applied (Fig. I), 
the block is caused to slide but since the dispiace
ment to the right is infinitesimal, the initial 
S/uilibriumstate of the block is stable. Yet, 
Drucker's postulate (Eq. 1) is violated for this Jis
p1ac~ent. Inequality (2) is not violated. Co
dficient from this in8,\uality represents the sl'rin)\ 
cunstant, coefficient a' is the fric·tion coefficient 
of the block, and 8* is the dilatancy angle indicat
ing the ratio of lifting of the block to its slidin~. 

The new generalized condition sufficient for material 
stability (Eqs. 2, 3) makes it possihle to formulate 
a ft-ictional constitutive relation and check ",heth"r 
such a relation satisfies stability conditions. 
Moreover, by following the same line of reasoning as 
in classical incremental plasticity, one can derive 
the flow rule associated with this inequality. Such 
an analysis shows [41 that this flow rule allows 
certain, but not arbitrary violations of the normality 
rule. It is found, for example, that in the plane uf 
f vs. a the admissible load increment vectors ran de
viate from the normal to the right and fill a fan of 
directions, the limiting inclined direction being 
uniquely determined by the loading surface (Fig. 2). 
The resulting flow rule is, however, completely 
different from that for non-associated plasticity 
because a single loading surface is used and because, 
in cotradistinction with non-associated plasticity, 
stability of the material is guaranteed. 

Inequality (2) pertains only to the friction in 
ueviatoric deformations caused by hydrostatic com
pression. It is possible to derive a more general in
equality (4J which also involves the friction in 
volume change caused by deviator shear stress, a 
phenomenon which may be called the inverse friction. 
Further generalizations are possible when, in addition 
to loading surfaces (potentials) in the stress space 
one also uses loading surfaces in the strain space. 

PROGRESSIVE HICROCRACKING AND FRACTURE 

ConSider now progressive formation of microcracks 
caused by stresses ax, 0y' 0z' the principal direc-

tionlof which remains fixed. Let the normal stress 
and strain components be grouped into thl! column 

matricl!s 0 = (<' .n ,a )T, £ = (r ,L ,lC ) T, .. h"rc T 
xyz - xyz 

denotes the transpose, and LX' f y' t: z J.fe the norm:ll 

strains. assumed to be linearized. or small. Tht! 
elastic stress-strain relation for the normal stress 
and strain components may be considered as 2 • P ~ 
or ~ = ~ q 

[

Oil 

sym. 

(0) 

and 

(i) 

i{"r .. 0 and C .-"present th" stiffness and compliance 
lIIatri~es l)f the uflcr(lcked materi.al. 

To fiI,~ure th€ ('"hang~s ill the fort'H,ld1.g matrices 
":Iused by pr"~rcsslv,, microcral'klng, it Is helpful to 
recall first the stiffness matrix of a fully crack~d 
material, i.e., an elastic material which is inter
sected by ,'onl inuously dlstrlbut"d (smeared) cracks 
normal to axis z; see e.g., Suidan and Schnob rich [26]. 
This stiffness matrix is knuwn to have the form 

2 -I -1 

['" 
-0

13 OJ)' 0 12 -01) 0 21 Oil' 

-I 
0

22 
-0

23 0)) 

sym. 

(8) 

This l'atrix is derived from the condition that the 
stress normal to the cracks must be 0 and that the 
material between the cracks has the properties of an 
uncracked elastic material. This last assumption is 
of course a simplification, since often the material 
betwl!en continuous cracks may be damaged by presence 
of discontinuous microcracks which formed before the 
continuous cracks were produced. 

Comparing the matrices in Eqs. 6 and 8, we see that 
each element of the stiffness matrix is affected by 
cracking. Thus, modeling of a continuous transition 
frum Eq. 6 tu Eq. 8 wuuld not be ~asy sLnc~ each 
term of the stiffness matrix would have to be con
sidered a function of some parameter of cracking. It 
appears however [6 ] that the sitllat ton hecomc$ much 
simpler if one uses the 'compliance matrix~. It 
appears that one needs to consider only one elem~nt 

of the complian~e matrix to chan~e 

ell C
I2 CD 1 

\ ~(:;) 2 Cn C
23 

(9) 

C)J~ 
-I 

\ sym. 

4; 



in which ~ is a certain cracking parameter. There are 
two reasons for the effect of cracking on the .. om
pliance matrix to have this simple form: 

1. If we assome all microcracks to be perfectly 
straight and normal to axis z, which is of course iI 

simplification (in reality the microcrack orientations 
exhibit a certain statistical distribution), then for
mation of the microcrack has no effect on stresses 
Ox dnd 0y in the directions parallel to the crack 

planes. Therefore, appearance of micro~racks normal 
to Z should have only the effect of in.-reasin!.: tl'" 
strain in the z direction, which is why, unuer this 
assumption, only the third diagonal term in Eq. 9 
should be affected. 

2. The second reason is that, in the limit u~ 0, the 
inverse of the compliance matrix in Eq. 9 is identil·,11 
to the stiffness matrix of the fully cn",ked material 
in Eq. 8, 1. e. , 

Dfr 
s tim C- I (~) 

~+O 

( 10) 

This relation (theorem) has been proven mathematic-ally 
[ 6] writing the general inverse of Eq. 8 with the 
help of partitioned maLrices. It is also physil',,1 Iy 
obvious that the diagonal complianc-e term for a fully 
cracked material should approach infinity because the 
material has no stiffness in the directiun n"rm~1 t,· 
the cracks and a finite stress therefore pn>duc~s an 
infinite strain. 

The use of Eq. 9 instead of Eq. 8 in finite element 
programming saves programmer's effort, since only one 
element of the elastic compliance matrix needs tn he 
changed. In practice one may replace C33 by a laq:e 

number (say 1040), and numerical matrix inversion 
then yields a matrix nearly exactly equal to Eq. K. 

The cases of an uncracked and a fully cracked material 
are characterized, in terms of the cracking parameter. 
as follows 

uncracked: ~ - 1 
( II) 

fully cracked: ~ - 0 

Modeling of a progressive development of microcracks 
now obviously requi~es prescribing the variation of 
cracking parameter u between these two limits (Eq.ll). 
The variation of tnis parameter may be calibrated on 
the basis of a uniaxial tensile test. From tests of 
small sarenles in an extremely stiff testing machine 
(e.g., Evans and Harathe, 1968 [11]), it is known 
that the tensile stress-strain diagram exhibits a 
gradual decrease of strain at increasing strain 
(strain-softening), the softening branch being * 
normally a few times longer than the rising branch. 
Although this tensile stress-strain relation appears 
to be smoothly curved, it may be approximated by a 
bilinear stress-strain relation (Fig. 3). In such a 
case the cracking parameter is defined as 

-1 
~ 

t -C33 
- C33 

(12) 

-,,-----
There is certainly a similariLY between the present 

stress-strain relation and the stress-displacement 
relatior '-~d in other works [1, 14, 16, 17, 18, 27]. 
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in which c~) is the downward slope of the solt"niJt~ 
port ion uf thl.' tensi I\! strl'Bs-strain t.!i;Iv,rdm (lil ... )~at iVt') 1 

and La is the tensile strain in uniaxial tl.'nsilc llosts 

at which the stress is [eUlICl'u tu 0, i.e., cuntinuous 
cracks furm. 

Eq. L2 fur the bilinl~jJr tt.·n!ii If..' stress-strain JiagriJrn 
m<:ly be cas i ly replaced by iJ mure compl ic.:oted loquat iun 

corn_'spolluinJ.; to LI l."urved tensile stress-strain dia
~ram. Huwcvl'r, it app~ars thilt thl~ bil ~ incur strl'SS
strain diaMram is sutficil·nt I.u ohtain a s;Jtisid ... ·tl1ry 

a~~r\.'l'ml'nt with \.·xisli.n~ ll'st datil un frtll'ture. ~h.>rl·

over, till' USe of .:.a straight liue strain-softening 
dia~r~Hn avoids ulh:ertainty TJlth the point ilt I".:hich 
unstable slr;dn lut.:'aiizi.ltion h'(joing tu frat.'tufc 
appL'<I rs. 

1'I11' forl').~(ling stress-strain relC:ltions invulve u:11y tht: 
normal slrl'SS :llld !:jtr.Jll1 l:umptlnt,nts. Theyafe 
ubviously .lppl il·.lbh. .. only wht.'n the print'iral stress 
din'ctinns do I·ot nltoltt> during tht, formatiun cf 
fral.'tllrt'. EVl'1l tlu'n. if the IOildil1~ subscquL'nt to 
fr.:tetuTl' rormCilion pr,HJtlCl'S sheilr struins on tht. ... cr,H:k 
plallt's, the stress-strain r.,I:ltioll must he cxp;.n<j(·J 
by th,=, il1clusi,Jll of shenf terms (]eadin).: to II 6 x [) 
stiffness Ilr t'llmpl iance m;ltrix). 

Another ;Iujustmcnt of thl' fClrc),uing stress-strain 
Tf:'\atioo is appropriate when there are signifitant 
cOlnpressivl' norf!l.1l str£>SfiCS in tht· dir~l'tions par.Jlll:1 
to the \'r'H,:k \)l::nc. In ~ut'h a rase it is nCl'CSS •. H)' tu 
decrease the value uf the peak stress f

t
' as a 

function of;J ant..!.: (sec [6J). 
x "! 

CRAel( Bi\';i) 'l'i!lEI. rOR FRACTUHL 

The stress-strain relations which describe pro~r~ssivc 
micfucra('king molY be useu for modclitl~ fraeturt:' of 
hetero~eneo\ls brittle materials, rhar;)cterized ':>y the 
existence of a miC"[ncr.1ck 7.one (the fracture rr ... lces~ 
zone) in front of the majur crark. In materiols sue h 
as rocks, concrete, certain ,'er~lrnics and other, th~ 

propClt!.atiun of a major cra<.:k must be. always pr\:·.:~d\"'d 

by the propagation of the microcrack 7-one at th~ front 
of the crack. Thus, the question of propa~atiQn of 
the rrack may be always reuuced tn the qucsti,'n of 
propa!.:ation of the crack band. 

An essential aspect in mudeling fracture by strain
softening stress-strain relations is to realize that 
the width of the crack band front must be considered 
as a material property. There are v~ry definite 
theoretical reasons for this. 

I. If the crack band width 1s considered as a variable, 
and the material is treated as a continuum. then an 
analysis of the strain-localization instability in
dicates that the crack band would always localiLe to 
a sharp front of vanishing width. This situa-ion is 
howaver equivalent to linear fracture mechanic~ and 
cannot describe the test data available for rock and 
concrete. 

2. It is meaningless to consider the crack band front 
to be less than a few times the size of the hetero
geneties in the material, such as grain size in rock 
(or aggregate siz€' in concrete). On such smilll 



dimensions one does not have a continuum, and the 
foregoing continuum model would be inapplicable. 

3. Finally, the mathematical model must satisfy the 
conditions of objectivity, which includes the re
quirement that the results of analysis must be in
dependent of analyst's choice of the mesh (except 
for an inevitable numerical error which vanishes 
as the mesh is refined). It has been verified 
numerically, that if the width of the finite element 
over which the crack band is assumed to be dis
tributed is varied, the fracture predictions vary too. 
The only way to achieve consistent results is to 
assume that the width of the crack band at the 
fracture front is fixed [6 ]. 

Modeling of fracture by means of stress-strain 
relations thus leads t.> a model characterized by 
three material parameters: the uniaxial tensile 
strength, f~, the fracture energy Gf (defined as the 

energy consumed by crack formations per unit area of 
the crack plane), and the width w of the crack band 
front. Since c 

w c 
(13) 

,.,here Wf is the work of the tensile stress per unit 

volume, equal to the area under the tensile stress
strain diagram (Fig. 3), the softenirg slope 

t 
C33 is not an independent parameter and follows from 

the values of f~, Gf , and wc' 

The foregoing simple stress-strain relation for ten
sile strain-softening has been implemented in a 
finite element program. For this purpose, the stress
strain relation is differentiated and used in an in
cremental loading analysis. 

This finite element program has been used to fit 
various test data available in the literature. First 
the model was applied, with considerahle success, tll 
the fracture data for concrete [6] for which 
rather extensive information exists. Subsequently, 
the finite element model was applied to analyze 
fracture data for rock (private communication by 
B. H. Oh, Northwestern University, 1982). Excellent 
fits have been obtained in this manner for the max
imum load data from the fracture tests for Indiana 
limestone, Westerly granite, Carrara marble. and 
Colorado oil shale [7, 8, IS, 23, 24, 25]. Two 
of the comparisons with tests data obtained in this 
manner are examplified in Fig. 4a, b. The 0 pcimum 
fits obtained with the present nonlinear fracture 
theory are indicated by the solid lines, and the 
optimum fits possible with linear fracture mechanics 
are indicated by the dashed lines. We see that the 
present nonline~ theory achieves a significant 
improvement. The same improvement was found in 
comparisons with other test data (B. H. Oh, 1982). 

The present theory is also capa~le of representing 
the so-called resistance curves (R-curves), i.e., 
t.he plots of apparent fracture energy vs. the 
length of crack extension from a notch. An ex
ample of a comparison between the present nonlinear 

* To obtain the resi~tance curves, the energy release 
must be evaluated; see [3, 5]. 

fracture theory and the experimental R-curve measured 
by Hoagland at a1. [15] is shown in Fig. 5. 

From the analysis of test data for various rocks it 
appeared that the width of the crack band front for 
the optimum fits is approximately equal 5.-times the 
size of the grain in rock. In the previous study of 
experimental data on concrete fracture, the widths 
of the crack band front was found to be, for the 
optimum fits, about 3-times the maximum aggregate 
size. For concrete, the set of avallablc fracture 
data is larger than it is Lor rock, and the te,;t 
results are more consistent, obviously because the 
difference,; from one conc retc to another are not as 
large as from one rock to another. A statistical 
regression analysis of the test data for concrete, 
considered in terms of the plot of theoretical max
imum load vs. the measured maximum load, both nor
malized with respect to the maximum load predicted 
by strength theory, indicated a coeffirient of 
variation of only 6%. This is to he compared with 
a coefficient of variation of 21,7. which was found 
for the optimum fits by linear fracture mechanics. 
This statistical analysis [6] invplved test results 
for twenty-two different concretes. A similar 
statistical regression analysis has been carried out 
also for the available data on rock fracture in which 
significant deviations from linear fracture mechanics 
are found. For these, the coefficient of variation 
for the predictions from the present theory was 
about lOr. whi Ie for linear fracture mechanics pre
dictions it was about 45%. 

STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS WHEN PRINCIPAL STRESSES 
ROTATE 

The analyses of the fracture test data we just dis
cussed do not necessitate general stress-strain 
relations because the tests are arranged so that the 
principal stress directions remain constant. It 
seems that for simulation of fracture one can often 
assume a model valid for constant principal stres~ 
directions even under a general loading history. 
This is bl'''''USl' the rotlltion of principal stres, 
directions is usually small during the relatively 
sm'lll loading increment in which the fracture hand 
traverses a fixed point. The same assumption is in 
fact implied in the use of the J-integral, which is 
exact only for a nonlinear elastic material, i.e., 
a material described by a unique relation between 
stresses and strain. A similar assumption is implied 
in the foregoing analysis, which is also based on 
the use of a total stress-strain relation. 

The limitation to constant principal stress direc
tions would however be unacceptable for sharply non
proportional loading paths, which are ",ost often 
encountered und,-r dynamic loading. The quest ion 
then is how can one describe progressive micro
cracking when the principal stress producing the 
microcracks rotates before complete cracks a,e pro
duced. In formulating the stress-s'train reldtion 
one must then uhserve the cond i t Ions of 
tensorial invariance. After considering many 
possibilities, it has been found thnt the stress
strain relation for progressive microcrackin~, as 
given in the preceding, may be generalized in the 
followin~ rnrm 
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Eij = C
sec 

°km ijkm 
(l~) 

in which 

C
sec eR. 

+ b Eik = CiJkm E. iJkm Jm 
(IS) 

Here subscripts i, j, k. m refer to cartesian co
Sec 

ordinates xi (i = 1,2,3), C
i

.
k 

is the tensor of se-
eR. Jm 

cant compliances, Cijkm is a tensor of elastic 

.compliances, and b is a scalar parameter which may 
depend on the invariants of stress and strain. 

An interesting aspect of Eq. IS is that. in the quad
ratic term,subscripts i, j and k, m do not stay to
gether but are staggered. I may be checked that any 
formulation based on inelastic potentials would have 
to lead to terms of the type Eij Ekm in which sub-

scripts i and j stay together, and so do the sub
scripts k and m. As a consequence of this observa
tion, it seems that the stress-strain relations for 
progressive microcracking leading all the way to 
complete failure cannot be formulated on the basis 
of inelastic potentials and normality rules. 

LIMITATIONS OF INCREMENTAL ORTHOTROPIC MODELS 

In the context of the preceding analysis it may be 
appropriate to point out certain important limita
tions of the incremental orthotropic stress-strain 
relations which have become quite popular in recent 
years. We now have in mind not only tensile non
linear behavior, but general inelastic behavior in
cluding compressive and shear states. 

In similarity to the relation between total stresses 
and total strains which was implied in our preceding 
modeling of progressive microcracking, the incre
mental orthotropic models are also applicable, in 
a rigorous manner, only if the principal stress 
directions do not rotate. However, when the appli
cation of these models is extended to rotating 
prinCipal streas directions, the question does not 
consist merely in the path independence of the 
material. The orthotropic models, i.e., the rela
tions between the increments of stresses and the in
crements of strain characterized by an orthotropic 
stiffness matrix, can in general be applied in two 
different ways: 

1. Either the coordinate axes to which the material 
orthotropic properties are referred are kept fixed 
with regard to the material during the deformation 
process (although arbitrary coordinates may of 
course be introduced before deformation begins); 

2. Or the axes of orthotropy are rotated during the 
deformation process (from one loading step to the 
next) so that they remain parallel to the principal 
stress directions at the beginning of each load step. 

Consider the second method, which is probably used 
most often. The nonlinearity of the material 
response is due to formation of certain defects 
(e.g., microcracks as we consider them here, or slips) 
by the previous deformation history. 
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TIll.' rol.ltion 01 th~ axt!s of ortlwtropy mt!~ns that W\.· 
rutate these defects against the materi.:.Jl. This is 01 

C{lUrHl" phy:-.ically impossible, and would he i.1I.:ccptablc 
ouly if til" d"r,,~ts were either c"used ""Iely by the 
cun-ent strt;!ss st:1te (and not by the prc",i,)us ch:
formations) ur if the:' had no oriented character 
(e.g. round voids rath"r than oriented microcracks). 
Suell an assumption is obviuusly unacccptnille fur g~o
materials. In continuum mechanics of Inelastic be
havior it is " generally accepted fundamental 
fnet lilO'll the m'lct>rial ilXiH must remilin rixed 
\V'lth r~garu tu the material aft~r the d~lormatil)ll he
gins. The symmetry prot>~rties, such as is,)crup\', 
are characterized by the fact that allY cuordinate 
axes may he chosen before the deformation begins, .Jnd 
the ohtilinc<.1 respunses must be equivalent. This iu)\\'
ever c.1u~s not p~rmit rutating tht! coordinate _Ixes 
after the material has already been deformed. 

Consider now [h~ first method in 'I/hich till" m':ltcrial 
properties are described in tt!rm!-> of coordin,ltc axes 
that are att:H:llt~u to tht! matt!rinl as it dt.· fUrllIS , and 
consider the constitutive relations 

dO ij = "Ijkm (~) d'km ( Iii) 

in l.fhich the tangenti.:,l moduli tensor U
ijkm 

is a (tfll~:

tion of the stress tensor q. For isotruplc (precisely, 
initially isutropic) materials, it must he! possible 
to apply these relations fur arhltrarily chosen co
ordinate axeS and ~et equivalent resu1ts. Therefore, 
these incrCf1ental constitutive relations must be 
form-invariant under any transformathm on tIlt! co
ordinate axes. This form-invariance condition is 
expressed mathematically in the form (see ".". 
Malvern [ZO]): . 

Dpqrs (~ ) = api aq.i ark asm Dijkm (:) (Ii ) 

, 
in which '\j = cos(xi ' xj ) = the transformation LCI-

sor containing the directional CositU2S of the rUL.ltlo'l . 
axes x. with respect co the original ,'ixes x .• aflJ 

, l J 
'2 is the' stres~ tensor in the rotated sY!-itcm of co-

ordinate axes Xi' obtained by the t~nsori<.ll trallS-

formation of stress tensor : in the original dxes 

x
1
"; Cl = a a " . It can be demonstrated [.l] uv ug vh gh 

that the foregoing condition Is always violated by tlw 
orthotropic incremental elastic models ... hen they are 
applied usin!; the first method. It can be also sllO,,·n 
[3J that the lack of objectivIty due to tbe lack of. 
tensorial invariance can cause serious discrepallcies, 
i.e., the predictions obtained ,,·h .. n workin~ ,dth 
different coordinate systems can ~re"tly dilfer. ",,1..,,
times as much as 50%. (Xote that tl ... fact that after 
coor-dinate transformation the orthotropic matrix 
yields a matrix with non-zeru cucffi('l~nts rclatin:.; 
normal strains and shear stresses is immatt·rLal; this 
is bec.:lUsC! the orthotropic "ymmetr~: properties do nut 
chan~ .. with the coordinate transform..~tion and appl, 
after transformation ~i th n'Slh2'I't til rl..lt:1tt.!J axes.) 



The use of a relation between total stresses and 
total strains does not suffer with the limitations 
with the orthotropic models. In fact, differentia
tions of such a stress-strain relstion yields an 
incremental stiffness or compliance matrix which is, 
in general, fully populated, and is not of or tho
tropic form (with zeros in the elements connecting 
shear strains and normal stresses). Neither is the 
incremental orthotropic matrix obtained with con
stitutive models based on normality rule and loading 
surfaces. Even the incremental stiffness matrix fo~ 
the classical von Kises plastic-hardening mate~ial 
is not of an orthotropic form. 

LIMITATIONS OF CUBIC TRIAXIAL TEST5 

The recent popularity of orthotropic stress-strain 
relations has no dO'lbt been caused by the recent 
exaggerated emphasis on the cubic triaxial tests, as 
opposed to the classical cylindrical triaxial tests. 
In cubic specimens, the principal stress axes cannot 
be made to rotate during the loading process, and 
by virtue of symmetry the principal directions of 
stress and strain are forced to coincide. The cubic 
triaxIal tests have of course the advantage that they 
can reveal the effect of the medium principal stress. 
In many situations it seems to be however less 
important than the knowledge of the effect of ~ota
tion of principal stress directions and the effect of 
non-coincidence of the prinCipal stress and strain 
dIrections (the lack of coaxiality). 

To be able to observe the effect of rotating princi
pal stress directions, other types of tests will be 
needed. One such type of test is a classical test in 
which a hollow cylinder is subjected to axial load, 
lateral external and internal pressure, and torsion. 
In this test one can induce any combination of 
principal stresses, and moreover one can make the 
principal stress directions have an angle with the 
specimen axis and rotate, either continuously or 
abruptly, during the loading process. Much more 
attention should be given to this type of test in the 
future. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Friction on microcracks is all important aspect of 
the deformation of geomaterials. Certain types of 
incremental stress-straill relations can guarantee 
.aterial stabiliLy even if the normality rule is 
violated, due to friction. 

2. Fracture of geomaterials may be modeled in terms 
of stress-strain relations for progressive micro
cracking taking place in the c~ack band at the front 
of fracture. A simple yet realistic formulation of 
this behavior is possible by modifying one diagonal 
cera of the compliance matrix as a function of the 
e%tent of cracking. 

3. The resulting fracture model is characterized by 
three parameters, the tensile strength, the fracture 
energy, and the width of the crack band front. This 
model can describe existing test data for rocks as 
well as concrete, both the maximum load data and the 
resistance curves. 

4., For general loading, the tensorial invariance of 
the stress-strain relations under rotating prinCipal 

stress directions is an important con .. id"ration •. 
An extension of the iral'tun' mouel pre,;ented i:< 
possible in terms of a total Hlr~ss-straln reJati,m. 

S. The recently popular incremental orthotropic 
models have certain severe limitations consisting 
in violation of certain basic principles of con
tinuum mechanics --- either the tensorial In
variance condition or the requirement that the 
coordinate axis used in material description 
may not be rotated against the material during 
the deformation process. 
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